No Alliance without artists !
Michel Sauquet (France) 
"I am an insignificant part of the cosmos, but I am not just anybody, and I have a role to play on this planet". One cannot say it better than Makarand Paranjape, poet and academic from India on the responsibility of an artist in today's world. Often perceived as self-centred or feather-brained, artists in fact have a serious concern - much more than we think - for the public wealth. At least this holds true for those invited by Hamilton Faria and Pedro Garcia (two key persons from Brazil who handle the Artists workshop of the Alliance) for an international meeting in the month of May on the hills of Itapecerica da Serra, near São Paulo. 
Hamilton and Pedro's project is an impossible task: getting sculptors, painters, poets, musicians, theatre persons, ballet dancers, academics and puppeteers to participate in the same reflection process is already quite difficult. The bigger challenge however was the cultural diversity (China, India, Eastern and Western Europe, sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America). But they succeeded in identifying the problems and framing proposals and recommendations. 
All this diversity - as well as links established with various other professional sectors within the Alliance - lends its true originality to the initiative started by Hamilton and his friends. After all, artists and writers have always been involved with the fate of their contemporaries and their planet. But being involved in collaboration with others who are so different, is quite unique. And doing it with a method is rare. At a first glance, it may seem strange for those who have a hazy notion of the word "artist", but the electronic forum that preceded the actual meeting, and the organisation of the meeting itself was one of the most challenging enterprises of the current phase of building the Alliance. A beautiful example of appropriating collective processes. 
The four days at Itapecerica da Serra - a place of astonishing happenings and moments of collective creation - were an occasion to collectively define how art is an indispensable element for rethinking tomorrow's world. Art, indispensable to rethink tomorrow's world We know that it is a precious means of sensitising the public on issues related to society provided it is free from manipulations through different forms of economic or totalitarian power. Some of the participants at the meeting were artists and poets recognised in their country and others were lesser known. There is yet more to be done in order to invite artists acclaimed by the media to join the Alliance's initiative. 
In Brazil, India and Europe, art is a tool for local action and many participants through the expression of their own experience proved its efficiency: theatre to help living and accepting street children, music to re-enchant poor localities, writing workshops to formulate an identity, sculpture to reconstruct, poetry to express struggle, theatre direction to empower poor communities etc. 
To bring out the artist within 
At the psychological and behavioural level, art is a means of achieving progress and personal harmony and this not reserved exclusively for the elite. At Itapecerica da Serra, the idea that all men and women are by nature artists came up quite frequently. The other idea was that artists who declare themselves as professionals must help each one to bring out the artist within. 
Finally, at the end of this meeting, I felt that art is an essential space of responsibility. In the same way as a researcher cannot be asked to be constantly involved in the application of his research, one cannot expect an artist to spend all his time in creating "useful" work. But the artist like the scientist must not think that the induced effects of this work are not his business. He must remember that his position or repute confers him with many possibilities of action. To be an acclaimed artist and not speak up on current issues is an attitude frequently practised by some and we strongly denounced this attitude at Itapecerica. 
This exchange, after being completed and strengthened, has come up with a set of suggestions (possibly consistent ones). These suggestions will also take into account the main themes discussed during the electronic forum before the meeting in Brazil. Some of them are: to assert the social responsibility of the artist; to strengthen cultural identities in a context of internationalisation; to stimulate cultural presence in public space; to construct a culture of peace; to strengthen intercultural exchange between continents. 
I have not talked about the collective exultation, unforeseen flights and the magic of some personal encounters so difficult to convey. Hats off to the young artists of the modest neighbourhood in the district of Itapecerica da Serra who were mobilised for the event as a permanent presence during the meeting, to the musicians, dancers who lent a special colour to the inaugural evening's (May, 1 at São Paulo) performance of the Drums of Peace.


